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An historic hosoital is
reborn as a hotel
By David Kaufman
Photography by Robert Reck, Lucian Niemeyer, and Sergi0 Salvador

Looking at its €leCa,nt neo-Italiatrate fa.gade and luxe, leather-filled
interiors, it's hard to imagine that Albuquerquet year-old Hotel Parq
Central began life as a hospital for the mentally ill. But indeed, back in
1926, the stucco-cla.d sirructure 6rst d€buted as the AT&SF Railroad
Hospital, notoriously serving local patients for over one-half century.
Thanks to a meticulous, historicalb/ sensitivo restoration overseen by
Santa Fe-based HVL Interiors, the ?4-room hotel now hosts a verv
different kind of clientele.

"We kept as much of the building's existing elements as possible,
while adding a carefully edited combination of terture, colors, and
a teaspoon of humor," explains HVL founding princips.l Heather
Van Luchene, who oversaw the project along with principal partner
Steffany Hollingsworth.

All three of these elements are arnply evident throughout
the hotel, which prominent$ features materials such as reddish
sandstone end elaborate tile mosaics that evoke the tra.ditional
New Mexico vernacular. A range of multi-hu€d sandstone found in
key public spaces like the lobby and corridors anchors the entire
project's aesthetic. Contrasting with the earthy sandsto4s are hefty
concrete colurlrrs clad in those colorful tiles to soften their form
without compromising their function. "The tilee helped turn a design
challenge into an ar'tistic feature," says Hollingsworth, "The colunns

Above, inset:]tiginally constructed in 1926, the Hotet Parq Central started life as a mental

hosp tal. R/grt The conservalory l€atures sandstonefloors and furnishings wth earthy hues

that reflect its New N4exico c0ntext.
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had to remairl structurally, so the idea was to embrace them.,,
Within the guestrooms, HVL chose to evoke the building,s past, complementing

a cool, tan color palette with framed oversized postcards of the original hospital along
with antique-inspired furnishings such as vintage coat hooks and unique Depression-
era glass plaies. Most dramatic, however, is the series of nine unique wall niches along
the €luestroom corridors-"little pockets,' of space, Van Luchene ca.lls them, resulting
from the building's original layout. Rather than struggle to incorporate the niches into
the Eiuestrooms, the HVL team converted them into unlikely display spaces, filling
them vrith a carefully edited selection of period artifacts, including vintage hatboxes,
train maps, and a doctor's bag. "The items werent necessarily found in the building,,,
Hollingsworth says. "But they reference its history and time period.,,

Still, the most conspicuously .,referential,, part of the Hotel parq Central has to
be the Apothecary Lounge, a rooftop leisure space that pays direct homage to the
building's medicinal heritage. With its original apothecary counter bar, walls decorated
with antique bottle labels, and a table crafted from a 19p0s coffin, Apothecar.Jr more



than lives up to its name-and proven&nce.

"We wanted it to remain irue to the building,"
Van Luchene says. "So we gave it a playful vib€,
much like it might have had back during the
Prohibition." hd
w w w.hvlirrteriors. corn ; hotelp axqc entt d,l. c om
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Antique-inspired furnishings reference the building's past in
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DRAWII{G ROOM

Chairs Century Furniture

Chair Lealher l\4oore & Giles

Chair Headrest Fabric Pollack

Rug Robin Gray Designs

Coflee Table The old Wood Company

Game Table Peter Sandback
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Pillow Fabric Percnnials

Sconces Visual Comlort

COI{SERVATORY
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